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I’m a lesbian with over 17 years of
awareness; my sexuality
awakening hitting me like a
freight train when watching Bad
Girls as a teenager. I remember
seeing two women kissing and it
was as if time slowed down. This
realisation of “Oh. That’s who I
am” was dumbfounding. I sat up
late and trawled the internet on
my Windows 95, making sure to
wait until my Mum and Dad were
in bed so they didn’t pick the
phone up and cut the dial-up
connection, to find more
information on women who liked
other women. I started on a Bad
Girls forum and quickly found
people like me. Young, old and
some in the middle. Some who
imprinted on my life and
personality, some whose names
I’ve forgotten. All valid in my
story of acceptance and all-
important in giving a young
sapphic the confidence to bloom.

As my only representation at the
time was through a screen, be
that computer or television, I
didn’t tell anyone in real life for a
few years. I kept the best part of
me to myself and my virtual
family and went to great lengths
to keep it. The effort of hiding
was comically exhausting at the
time. A wonderful screen friend
told me about few other films
and television shows and I
couldn’t wait to get my hands on
them but in the days before
streaming and Amazon Prime, I
had to hunt for my fix like a
deprived lioness in the
wilderness. I grew up in a
working town that had, as far as I
was aware, zero LGBTQ+
community apart from The Kings
Head, a pub which served triple
shots for £1 so it was in fact
inundated with underaged louts
rather than the gays. I remember
once I’d promised my 
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Mum I would accompany her to the shops which promised the smallest of windows of opportunity. There was an HMV
in town and I had untraceable cash money. She told me she had to nip to the travel agent to pay off her holiday so I said
I would go and browse the posters. I scanned HMV to make sure nobody I knew would see me. I casually walked up the
DVD aisle to “L”  and went in for the kill. I snatched the only, dusty, copy of Lost and Delirious and walked quickly to the
counter like I was being chased by the gay police. I placed the DVD face down and slid over my crisp twenty-pound
note. The girl serving me picked up the DVD and waved it around looking for the barcode like she was waving an
aeroplane onto the runway. I’m no HMV worker but all fucking barcodes are in the same place. I didn’t have time to
confront her, I grabbed my penny change and my new film and ran out of the shop. My mum came out of Lunn Poly at
the same time and saw me. “Oh did you buy something?” she asked. Fuck, shit and bastard. I didn’t get a bag. “Yes, it’s a
Disney film” I lied as I stuffed as much of it in my coat as I could.

When we got home I examined the box- two young girls, nose to nose and mid-kiss. If my mum did believe it was a
Disney film then god help us all. I tore the DVD out of its case and stuffed it in my portable DVD player with headphones
in. My mind was blown. A real story about two girls my aged and in love. I mean it’s a fucking terrible message in the
end but at the time it meant mountains to me. I needed to see that play out and I needed someone to show me it existed.

I moved on from HMV drug runs and ended up finding The L Word on Sky TV after the watershed. Luckily my parent’s
never stayed up late so I could pause it until I knew they were dead to the world and watch it on volume 1 with subtitles
on when there was a chance of sex noises. This was fine until I realised my fucking neighbour had been watching what I
was watching because my mum wouldn’t allow anyone to touch the very expensive but very decorative curtains in the
bay window. The neighbour mentioned to my mum casually over the fence at the front that she thought I’d been staying
up to watch porn. Rather than coming out I just agreed and I was asked not to do that anymore but a few weeks later a
TV appeared in my bedroom. I guess they just didn’t want the risk of walking in on anything.

Another outing avoidance I enjoyed from my teenager involved my laptop. My internet contacts had kindly provided me
with enough women loving women content to keep me warm through a number of long winters. Fan fictions,
screengrabs, clips from lesbian films- you get the idea. I remember quite vividly that my desktop was a picture of two
women embracing with the caption “If I told you your body was beautiful would you hold it against me” and there was
an NSWF fan fiction saved to the desktop. All fine except my laptop stopped working one day. Again, it was fine. I had
my desktop so I still had contact with the lesbian world until I heard the words that sent a chill down my spine. My
mum shouted up the stairs “Bring your laptop down, your Dad’s friend is here to fix it.” I looked at it for a second, then I
looked at the glass of water I was holding and just threw the glass over it. Problem solved.

I look back at my time in the closet as a funny period where, in hindsight, how people didn’t realise I was gay is
unbelievable. My homework diary was covered in pictures of Bad Girls characters, and I’d told everyone it was because I
was really interested in the prison service. I had a filing cabinet full of pictures of women (honestly, actually filed in
alphabetical order) and I used to tell my mum it was hairstyles I was thinking of trying out. I actually had to get quite a
severe haircut when she saw one she liked over Dannielle Brent. What I do remember is how important the
representation I did find was and how I carry that with me going forward to be the representation someone might need.
Be kind to the new, unsure and closeted sapphics; they need us. 
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TO THE GODDESS OF
TOUGH GIRLS 

 
Where you and your BFF should definitely go!

by Rae Rozman
You are shaved head, leg hair,
steel toed boots, stilettos

red lipstick and black nail polish
cans of pepper spray and splayed keys

You are not apologizing.

You are trail running, cupcake baking,
singing musicals in the shower

willful and uncertain,
fierce and believed

You find us here.
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May you be visible when you want to be--
may you reflect confidence off glitter nails
and concentrate your power
in a push up bra

They will tremble at the perfect clicking
of your stilettos--
your edges are certain and your softness
owed to no one

You, who dresses in stardust
who perfumes with the evening breeze,
may you feel like enough

B L E S S I N G S  F O R  F E M M E S
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If my most loved bridge had not been doused in gasoline and lit so early, I might have loved a
woman with such fearlessness before her. Might. 

Once you’ve lost a piece of your soul that can’t be conjured again, you dig a moat. You weld your
drawbridge to your crumbling castle. You scoop your love and pain on balance scales to see which
will hold more weight in your heart. It’s a dead heat. It’s everything gained and lost, speck for
speck. The simplest math. A warm ocean of love to swim in is a cold ocean of grief to drown in. So
love and grief are congruent; they are the good and evil twins of existence. So you add piranhas to
the moat. No one can get to you, and you can’t get to anyone. 

BRIDGES
b y  B e k a h  S t e i m e l
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Death is a bridge that never stops burning.  You can’t use it.  You can’t repair it.   The stronger
the connection, the brighter the flames.  When the person on the other side of the inferno was
your understanding of love, it’s time to start treading and twisting in that bitter water.  Alone. 

So you make promises to yourself.  The hardest to keep. We can justify anything to ourselves if we
want something badly enough.  The guardians of these vows have wounds that are irreversible. 
 Your love and pain threshold are lowered so considerably, it would be impossible for anyone to
limbo their way under them.  If it had a key, you locked it.  If it could be flooded, you built a dam,
backed by another dam. Fool me once, shame on death.  Fool me twice, shame on my masochism.  
 
It’s not impossible to love in fractions and weak pulses.  But, you should never grow what you can’t
kill. Play your trump card if she leads with hearts.   Even if you had a heart to follow suit.  Even if
you had secretly hoped she would lead with hearts.  Recall the bitter water.

You knew you were not a pussy possessing nine lives.  You had proven you were a human capable of
more than one. Taking a third swing could mean a third strike.  And, then you are truly out.  Trying
to snag the charm in a claw machine full of nooses.  So, get used to wading in tepid waters.  

I had mastered the art, the science, and the skill of emotional self-preservation.  My plane was on
auto-pilot, while I was fucking numerous women in coach.  The art was pretending to care, actually
caring, then pretending not to.  The science was rotation.  A constant dust devil of women.  My
attention in a blender is safer than my attention behind my glasses.  The skill was keeping everyone
invested in a pyramid scheme.  Pay it forward without ever paying it back.  

And then she shows up, and the dust devil begins to lose strength.  You don’t pick up the glasses,
your eyes are suddenly 20/20.  You can view every inch of her slopes and ounce of intention.  You
can decipher between the lines she is too afraid to write.  There is nothing you can’t see, and
everything you see infests some part of you.  Infects some part of you.  It’s time to adjust your
thinking or strengthen your defenses.  Something has to shift.

Something shifted.  There is only a windowpane between you, covered in desperate fingerprints. 
 Look all you want, but do not touch.  You can only speak.  So, you speak.  You speak of things only
exhumed for her ears.  She tells you things kept taped to her throat for 32 years.  She challenges you
to shove the shovel deeper.  You go truth for truth.  Secret for secret.  She masters the art, the
science, and the skill of overwhelming your heart. 

You take a hammer to the windowpane.  You fall into the only body that catches every part of you. 
 You know you finally picked up what you can’t put down.  You followed suit knowing fate might
hold a spade. 

There are situations left to be situated.  Entanglements that needed to be combed out.  They are
resettled and groomed, one by one.  Every hurdle kicked over was a step closer to the finish line. 
 The finish line that doubled as a starting line.  The starting line of chapter three.  A race without
competition is just a journey that takes your breath away.  She could take every breath I had.



Yeah, It's Bad,
But, Kim, It

Could Be
Worse
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"Undesirable discharge" same as a criminal offense. Military career 
 ends. So many lives ended at the end of guns or pills or too much Holiday Cheer.
 

My friend cried until her memory was so soft that even the Marines and its black-chasm 

 loss of pride in her personhood faded. 
Only the stepfather walks out of the mist from time to time.

  Haunts the waking dreams. And even that is fading.

Happy lesbian couples of the 21st century with timeshare condos. So modern. 
 So Picasso. 

Those beatings outside the '70s bars so rarely 
 discussed over an aged single malt or a merlot with legs.

Happy lesbian couples finding walls of safety. 
 So giddy sober.

It's bad to be alone on Halloween, worse than spending Thanksgiving with
 a Styrofoam cup of Turkey Noodle

or a sober Christmas after a breakup, surrounded by happy lesbian couples
 discussing condo timeshares

 - from Kim Addonizio "All Hallows"

But, Kim, think of those lesbian couples. Those condo timeshares. How many years
 have those phrases been coupled? 

You and I, we remember the '50s. Kind of. Weird parts. Happy parts.
 Ripped parts. The time my mother caught me with a girl behind the shed.

But we don't remember the adult part. We didn't know McCarthy
 and neither did the timeshare condo happy lesbians. 

It was so much worse back then – for those lonely lesbians under the eye 
 of "Tail-gunner Joe" watching for unamericans.

Lonely lesbians at holiday time – Straight White Christmases. Hide
 from the Purge of Inverts. 

We don't remember the military witch-hunts so well, 
 we who weren't military material. 

But my friend lost her Marine career. Still crying in her early 80s ... until her memory
smoothed              over the lumps. 
Eighteen and didn't know what a lesbian was. 

 Just knew some of her girl-friend recruits were fun. 
Enlisted as a kid from a winter-blasted farm Upstate where her stepfather was the hunter. 

 And her mother the accomplice.



THE CRUISE SHIP BAR

for Kika Baa wherever she is
I tended drinks for cruisers – perfect colors in lemon-cello with a hint of
violence. But slowly digressed to the slosh of martinis with a whisper of
vermouth as the ship pitched in the swell. Entranced one magenta-soft
evening, I moved to the deck to hear the lap of the dolphins and laughing
humpbacks that moved so slowly against the bow. Transfigured and
transported with the olive in one hand and pink paper parasol in the
other, I glided out onto the surface of the waves. Kissed by spray and
licked by moonlight, I could see the manta ray's gaping smile calling me.

Taking my career to the next level – one step on the rising heart of the
sea, I rocked downward. I mixed the plankton cocktail with a dash of
diatom – light on the water and salt and rocks. I pleased discerning
palates of pilot whales in repose and concocted the quintessential health
shake for cartilaginous sharks. 

Now we hang at the Coral Corral. Mostly talking of the weather and the
turbulence, but sometimes deeper subjects – the profound silence at the
edge of the banks and the eyes that see in the dark. Oh, I am happy
tending my sea bar, until it comes to me – low rumbling under my feet –
shifts in the earth. I hear the trenches of fire and seek customers who
speak and breathe without mouths and drink sulfur. I must know them 

KATHERINE LEONARD



This is how I desire you

with trembling limbs and tingling lips
with a ferocious heart and violent hips

you stormed my citadel laid me to waste
broke down my defences and I am devastated
by my desire for your touch and your taste

you lay me bare and rip open my ribcage
take my heaving heart in your Herculean hands
and clench it tight like your fist

you hold me fast bring me back to life with your kiss
and I am inflated by your breath on my body
I am buoyant weightless floating and free

I feed from the nectar that drips from your lips
I crave the sweetmeat sustenance of your skin
all I need is there within you

and when you take your leave from me
I am left battered bitten and bruised
my face aching and swollen from the heat of your fingers

my legs tense and shaking from our contortions
the rages of lust that come quick in the night
that fierce look on your face and gentle tortuous embrace

hurt me and heal me with that same passion in your eyes
make me bleed make me scream make me need you
then soothe me cradle me in your arms and warm me with your fire

for yours is a sweet and welcome pill to swallow
and I gladly open myself up to you
so pull me to pieces and push me back together again

but sew yourself inside of me when you do
so I can feel you swimming in my tides
for this is how I desire you

I lay in my bed like Lucretia
protected by your fortress heart
your tears a lotion that dissolves all scars

I lay in my bath like Ophelia
anchored by your faithful thumb
inside me guiding me leading me home

beyond want transcending desire there is only need
and beyond that there is only you and me
there is only now

and this is how I desire you

THIS IS HOW I DESIRE YOU
J .  P  S E A B R I G H T
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REVELATION
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She
looked at me

and
it was just a glance

but
in her eyes

I
saw a vision

of
a different world

where
love does stand a chance

where
we can walk in our sleep

and
talk in our dreams

with-
out fear or condemnation

where
there is space to move

and
air to breathe

room
to dance

and
time to grieve

a
place for ourselves 

to 
dwell
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Dedication

My girlfriend of 12 years, Lara, passed away unexpectedly on May 27, 2021.
This piece is about my internal struggle to love and accept myself as a

lesbian. Even after I came out to myself, it still took several years
before I was able to come out to others. Lara was unapologetically gay
from a young age and I have always admired the unwavering confidence

she had in her identity. This piece is dedicated to her.

Lez Claim It



“I heard U R a lez.” The note had been scrawled across the inside cover of my 7th grade yearbook in
slime-green pen by an anonymous classmate. I stared at it in confusion. What kind of yearbook message
was this? I was used to more generic notes such as “Keep in touch” or the one that made my future
English major cringe: “Your nice.” Also, what the hell was a lez?

I decided to take this one to my lunchroom committee. I sat at a table in the cafeteria with a diverse set
of other misfits – certainly one of them would be able to help me decode this cryptic message.

“I have a question.” I had their attention immediately – I almost never spoke up. “What’s a…lez?”

Shelly’s head snapped up first. Poofy-haired and street smart, Shelly had the potential to sit at the cool
girls’ table, but she had never lived down her reputation as a former glue eater. “A lesbian.” She loud-
whispered the word.

My blank face caused her to sigh in exasperation. She set her milk carton down.

“A girl who likes girls,” she said.

I flinched before joining the others at my table in a chorus of “Ew!” I wondered if any of them noticed
my disgust was forced.

In my next class, I withdrew a black Sharpie from my pencil case and stared again at the message. A few
months earlier I had taped an insert from my Mariah Carey cassette tape on the outside of my Trapper
Keeper. I didn’t like her the way I liked the New Kids on the Block. No way! Mariah was just so pretty
with her flawless golden skin, intense dark brown eyes, and wild curly hair (and maybe the way that
little black dress accentuated every…single…curve). I just admired her, that’s all.

My face flamed as my eyes skimmed the messy script of “lez” again. Lez. Lesbian. A girl who likes girls. I
didn’t know there was a word for it. I was not that kind of girl.

Using the Sharpie, I traced over the note, making it stand out on the page – a bold, offensive accusation.
Then I drew a thick border around the message and started to fill it in. I darkened over the words until
it was just a random black box on the page, but I couldn’t stop. I pressed down harder on the Sharpie to
make it go away forever. I scribbled and scribbled until the Sharpie bled through the cover of my
yearbook and marked the desk permanently.

*

Okay, I was bisexual. I had actually said it – scratch that, typed it – to a friend of mine via AOL Instant
Messenger. Said friend was Jess and she had come out to me as bisexual too. We’d met several months
earlier in a Rent chatroom and the one thing we had in common was our intense appreciation for Idina
Menzel. It was, of course, her soulful voice! We didn’t notice the way she looked in leather pants and
heeled boots or anything.

One person I couldn’t share my love for Idina Menzel with was my roommate Linda. She hailed from a
rural Ohio town near the midsize university we attended and had no tolerance for anything beyond the
borders of heterosexuality. For the past several weeks a new lesbian 



support group had formed on campus and they were having trouble getting their message out –
probably because every time Linda saw their flyers posted, she tore them down.

I am ashamed to admit I joined her. More than once.

But my internet friend Jess flew from New York City to Ohio for a visit near the end of the semester.
From playing racquetball at the school rec center to introducing her to a mall, we got along famously.
On her last night in Ohio we went to a house party and drank copious amounts of cheap keg beer before
walking back to the dorms.

“Will you show it to me now?” Jess referred to my driver’s license photo, which contained a poorly lit
image of me, mid-smile. I kept it tucked away in a secret compartment of my purse. She had
unsuccessfully tried to wrestle it away from me earlier in the evening, a moment fraught with sexually
tense grabbing.

I tossed her a sideways glance but was already reaching into the zippered pocket. I handed my license
over.

“Ugh! I hope you got your money back!” Jess laughed, screwing her face up in fake revulsion.

“Bitch!” I snatched the license back, but her grip was stronger than I had anticipated.

Jess reeled me in and kissed me.

I did not understand what was happening, but these were the facts. I had kissed another girl and my
feelings for her eclipsed any feelings I’d ever had for anyone. If I was going to fall in love, it would be
with a woman.

*

Linda and I ascended to our floor in the dorm’s elevator a week later. The lesbian support group had
posted a fresh flyer above the button panel. As we exited the elevator, Linda tore it down, letting it drift
sadly to the floor – to be stepped on, dirtied, and eventually thrown away.

“I have to go to the bathroom,” I said, diverting from the pathway to our room. When Linda had turned
the corner, I returned to the elevator and pushed its taped edges against the wall. After I was satisfied it
would stick, I turned and found myself face-to-face with Linda’s dark, judgmental eyes. Heat rushed my
cheeks so much like it had done when I was 12.

“Why don’t you just go join them?” Her tone suggested a permanent break in our friendship – it was
them or her. Lesbians or her.

Them or her. Them. Women like Jess. Women like me. Lesbians. Not them. Us. Me.

I never spoke to Linda again.



AND ATTACHMENT
ABANDONMENT

GERI GALE

excerpt from a memoir: PK, Cancer & the Tragic Ruts of Time
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The archival silence of the memoir is all the words that do not get said. All the words that are crossed
out. All the words that remain in the writer’s home. The memoir is not a time-stamped video of our
lives—it is a fragmented woven tapestry of collaged moments of time. The question is: are queer love
stories as valuable as straight love stories?

Scraps of my dreams long to make it into the pages of my memoir. Dreaminess and rage fence to
make it into the pages of my memoir about PK and me. Our hearts and minds have been in sync.
Yesterday among all the COVID-19 ruins, while driving home from Tacoma, we looked at each other
and said how fortunate we were for all the things we have accomplished and all the things we have.

I always thought I wouldn’t die before her. I thought she would die first (she’s older and eats
unhealthy food and has health issues I don’t have), but then I got the cancer—and now I’m certain I
will die first. We have kept the chaos out of our lives—out of her life—out of my life—and now the
COVID-19 chaos has seeped into all of our lives. Everyone, of course, thinks it’s happening to other
people someplace else—but then the news comes—our friend’s cousin is on a ventilator—and the
everyone else becomes a closer truth. It is happening everywhere to everybody.

The couple conversation is: who will die first? Family and friends of this couple often say: if PK dies
first, Geri will be able to live on—if Geri dies first, PK will be crushed, and vice versa. No one really
knows the hour of one’s death.

In the instant of death, one is left without the other. In the instant of death—stories are told how PK
dies, and one week later Geri dies. Will we be that couple? Will we not be able to live on without each
other?

Domestic violence and suicides are on the rise. The new language for domestic violence is intimate-
partner violence. The word domestic has always made me squirm. It sounds like a word created by a
man—a domestic worker. A domesticated woman. A person who is domesticated to do another’s
work. PK and I became legal Washington domestic partners about twenty years ago. Her father, Bill
Kunitsugu, insisted she sign up to get me City of Seattle health insurance. She worked in technology
where there were anti-gay sentiments. Everyone would know she was gay because there was little
confidentiality in the city, so for many years, she resisted signing me as her domestic partner. We
were closeted lesbians.

Do you think twenty-first-century queers still have coming-out stories like we did?

Do you think queer millennials fit in seamlessly in the world?

Do you think queer stories are now as valuable as straight love stories?

I could not say, “I’m her domestic partner,” when the woman at Bartell’s asked me about my
relationship to PK. There was a long line of people waiting behind me for their prescription drugs.
The cashier asked me three times, and the fourth time when she yelled, “What is your relationship to
the insured?”—I shamefully mumbled in a whisper, “domestic partner.”

I despise the words domestic partner and I still cannot call her my wife.

This memoir is a weird mixture of abandonment and attachment. The archival silence of the memoir
will never be book-shelved. Writing about my love for PK while she is alive—while she is not dead to
me—is my mission. Why some of us survive and others don’t is: the reservoir of the unknown.



E s m e  J a n e  i s  a  m i d d l e - a g e d  l e s b i a n  s t a r t i n g  a  n e w  l i f e
u p  N o r t h  ( E n g l a n d )  

"I stopped off at Oxfam," Anna calls as she shoulders the door open and backs into the kitchen, her hands full of bags. "Picked us up some new yarn,
saw we were getting low."

Dudley hauls himself off the settee and comes through, his expression is greedy. "Ooh, ta, was there much good?"

"A bit." Anna digs into one of the bags, smiling as the thick strands brush past her fingers. She pulls out several large balls, soft earth tones, and
brandishes them triumphantly. "Think I might have enough of this to make Milo a new jumper, he's gone through the elbows of his again."

"Again?" Dudley raises an eyebrow. "What's he doing to them?"

"Growing, I suppose, I wouldn't know." Anna flashes a self-deprecating look at herself. "Don't know where he gets it from, he'll be taller
than all of us soon." She smiles fondly, then turns to start unbagging groceries, leaving Dudley to the yarn. "I can always reuse the wool
from his old one, maybe make myself something after. See anything you like, then?"

Dudley's sifting through the bags, taking his time. He rubs strands between his fingers, checking for scratchiness. "You've got the best of
it for Milo," he says without rancour, "but there's some to be going on with."



"Getting picky now we're in love, are we?" Anna asks. "I'll bet you can impress Meadow with your striped socks. Say, does
Meadow knit?" She's struck, suddenly, by an image of the two of them, Dudley and Meadow, sat side by each on Meadow's settee,
knitting needles clicking in unison.

"Sometimes," Dudley says, oblivious. "She's done a lovely pair of house slippers she showed me."

"How nice," Anna says, and turning away, mutters, "Glad you've something in common."

Dudley finishes sorting through the bags of yarn, coming away with several balls, mostly a gorgeous soft black wool that Anna'd
been eyeing herself – a blanket for the settee, maybe, something to curl up under after a long day, something that gives under
her touch. She bites her lip but doesn't protest: she took first dibs for Milo's jumper, after all.

Dudley offers to help with tea, but Anna shoos him out, and soon she can hear the soft click as he casts on. By the time they say
goodnight that evening, the yoke of a jumper is taking shape; he works on it in fits and starts for the next several days.

Anna sits alone in front of the telly Saturday night, Milo's jumper on her needles and Bringing Up Baby on More4, Hepburn and
Grant flirting with the censors and each other. Maybe they're watching it too, she thinks, her dad and Meadow, maybe he's
working on that lovely jumper as Meadow waits and watches and wonders how much more she can scam out of him for the next
bit of liposuction or Botox.

It's grand that Dudley's so in love, it really is, but Anna can't help but worry. What if Meadow hates the jumper? She wouldn't,
would she? Surely a gift Dudley worked so hard on would have to mean something to her.

She'd best appreciate him, Anna thinks, snapping the telly off just before Hepburn brings the brontosaurus crashing to the
ground. Or else.

When Dudley comes to visit a few days later, he finds Anna cursing quietly at her knitting, a ball of brown yarn unravelling too
quickly as she races to finish a sleeve before it runs out.

He puts his bag down and pulls out his needles, tucking them back in with the rest of their knitting gear.
Anna finishes the sleeve with just over a foot of yarn to spare and casts off with relief, grinning. She sets the sleeve aside and
flexes her fingers, and then she sees it – Dudley's jumper, that beautiful black wool shot through with purple accents that
shimmer in the firelight. It's off the needles, finished, and he's laid it out on the back of the settee. Anna is confused for a
moment, and then blazingly angry.

"Dad!" she yells, grabbing the jumper. It's soft and cosy in her grip, which just makes her angrier. "What is this?" She shakes the
jumper in his face, almost growling.

"Anna, love, what – "

She ignores him, steamrollering over his attempt at an explanation. "You've been working on this for almost two weeks! What is
wrong with her? I swear I'll drive over there myself and – "

"Anna!" Dudley interrupts, grabbing her shoulders and forcing her to stop and look at him. "Meadow thinks it's lovely, ta. But it
isn't for her."

Anna looks at the jumper crumpled in her fist. Come to think, it's probably a little small for Meadow. "It's not? Then who..."

Dudley smiles and rolls his eyes. 

"For... me?" Anna stares at him, mouth half-open in surprise.

"Make washcloths out of Milo's old jumper, if the yarn's even worth that," he continues. "And wear this one for yourself."

Anna ducks her head and runs her hand over the jumper, smoothing the wrinkles, feeling the softness of it again with a new
understanding. "Thanks, Dad," she says, swallowing hard and leaning in for a hug.

 "Thanks."



Her suitcase stuffed, she moves in with me right
after our first date: two hand-knitted pussy hats, 

tampons (jumbo pack), a hundred cats,
the sacred texts: Bad Girls on VHS. 

She brings along her mothers, her sisters, she 
brings me revolution: Woolf, Greer, Lorde, Rich. 

In the hall, she steps out of her black years 
and hangs them up next to mine on the wall.

We burn our bras. We burn Freud. We dance 
nude around the ashes beyond the reach

of male fantasies. We chant loud to drown 
out the crowds outside where her parents yell,

kids joke and priests spit sin. We play a game
of snap, matching up the scars on our skin.

Laura Stanley is a lesbian poet from the West
Midlands, England. She is currently studying a MA in
Creative Writing. She was a winner of Nottingham City
of Literature's MyVoice competition. Her poetry has
been published in Ink, Sweat & Tears, Streetcake and
Bath Magg and is forthcoming in Magma. In 2020, she
won the Staunch Short Story Prize.



R E D

S I L K
Mary fingers the silk slip, lifts it to her cheek and inhales its smoothness. She imagines it next to her skin, imagines
herself walking differently with the fine silk beneath her plain corduroy skirt and brown turtleneck. Her lunch break
is almost over. She leaves the store and heads toward the donut shop at the corner of King and Princess. She has
worked there for the fourteen years since she graduated high school in 1966. Like every small Ontario town, the
streets are named for royalty. The closest she ever gets to royal is caressing the silk underwear in Berman's
Department Store when no one is watching. 

The donut shop smells of stale coffee and cheap cooking oil. By the end of her shift, her clothes will take on the
odor. Her skin will feel slick with it. She struggles to be elsewhere, feel silk between her fingers, and call up the
scent of the white climbing rose she passes on her way home. 

Watching the clock slows time mercilessly. She allows herself to start counting down when she has only fifteen
minutes left on her shift. All the while she keeps her mouth rigid with a smile.

She is wiping down the table near the back window. She likes clearing tables because she doesn’t have to speak to
anyone. Today on the chair, a customer has left a catalogue: Victoria’s Secret. The cover is unbelievable. A woman is
lying on a lounge dressed only in a pink bra and panties, garters holding up stockings, her expression bold and coy. 

Mary drops the magazine into the garbage bin. It slips down beside used cardboard coffee cups, crumpled napkins,
and plates sticky with the remnants of donuts. Just before tying the bag for the trash, she pauses. She rescues the
catalogue and flips through it, her cheeks blushing pink. She visits the locker room and tucks it in her purse. 

The package from Victoria’s Secret comes in the mail sooner than she expected – just two weeks. Slowly she
removes the green wrapping paper. She flattens its creases, runs her hands over it as if it were silk itself, then folds
it neatly. She shuts her eyes and takes a full breath before removing the lid and opening the tissue. Finally, she holds
it up: a red bustier. Her breath catches in her throat as she caresses the sleek material. She grabs at her shirt,
tearing off a small button in her haste. She unhooks her cotton bra, the same style she’s been wearing for as long as
she can remember. She wraps the bustier around her and begins to lace up the front, titillated by the idea of the
garment as much as its sensation against her skin. 

Heat flushes her face as she moves toward the closet. Opening the door hesitantly, she looks at herself in the mirror.
Her breasts — usually so small, so ordinary — shimmer. She leans over and the edge of her nipples emerge,
tightening now, knowing they are being watched. She straightens up and tilts her head sideways, confronting the
stranger in the mirror, her gaze drawn to the cleavage, to the mystery of the garment, its redness. Her fingers find
the laces, untying and retying them to make them taut, all the while watching her breasts rise expectantly.

Her eyes stray to the clock. Her shift starts in less than an hour. Her hands smooth the satin of the bustier,
reluctantly starting to undo it. Then her image catches her attention again. With a slight intake of breath, she reties
the laces quickly and pulls her brown turtleneck over her head. The red is gone, the breasts vanished.

She pulls on her skirt and grabs the yellow and brown jacket with the coffee shop's logo. As she bends over to tie her
shoes, her breasts touch each other, a slight caress. She laughs, feels herself taller, someone else. She flings open
the bedroom door, almost dances down the stairs. She hears her mother call out, "Mary, is that you?" but she doesn't
answer as she slips out the door. 

LINDA BRISKIN
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Emma sits in her wing-backed chair, smothered in a shawl textured in purples and greens, her reading glasses perched on the end of
her nose, her eyes shut, her body heavy, her feet in leather slippers resting on a stool. On the side table, her coffee cools beside a closed
notebook, a fountain pen, and a rolled newspaper secured with an elastic band. 

What would it take, she wondered, to get up from the chair, look outside and appreciate the cloud formations. To open the window and
inhale some fragrant spring air. To bake herself the jelly roll she always loved. What happened to her desire to be in the world, her
courage, her audacity, her sassy voice. She remembers herself a different kind of person -- a whirlwind of energy and passions and
plans. 

She was always ready to spin, even in the smallest of spaces, like the ballerina in the box her mother gave her. As a child, she loved to lift
the lid and wind the key, mesmerized by the tune and the twirling. Closing the top and hiding the dancer was a satisfying secret. Then
the mechanism broke, and the box was put away with other wounded things. 

The doorbell rings. She does not imagine answering it. She hears the door open and Liana, her neighbour’s daughter, comes in carrying
a plate of dark chocolate digestive biscuits. 

“For you, Miss Emma,” she says placing the dish carefully on the side table. 

When did Liana start to call her ‘Miss Emma’? Although she feels like an aging crone, she is only sixty-three. Liana is eight years old.
Legs in cut-off striped pink and orange tights, she stands in front of Emma, rubbing one bare foot across the other. 

“Miss Emma, I have learned how to paint toenails.” She lifts her foot and points her finger -- a sparkly silver – at her toes. “All the
colours of a rainbow. The green looks awesome beside the blue, don’t you agree? Can I paint your toenails?” 

“Don’t be ridiculous.”

“Why not?” Liana asks. “I will be so so so so very very careful. I need to practice.”

Liana puts her hands on her hips, and tilts her head, looking at Emma expectantly. Liana’s enthusiasm is more than exasperating. Emma
turns away, swamped by swirling feelings of pessimism, apathy and cynicism. Then she has a sudden flash of the ballerina pirouetting in
the box and hears herself say okay. In the way of the young, Liana runs off and is back almost instantaneously with a towel and a plastic
bag.

 “What colour would you like?” She dumps the contents of the bag on the floor, lining up the different hues. 

“You choose.”

While Liana paints Emma’s toenails, Emma keeps her eyes closed, and surprisingly, she doesn’t mind the touch of Liana’s small fingers
on her feet. 

“I am finished,” Liana announces. 

Emma looks down at her aging feet, her toes now a bright purple colour. 

“To match the fringe on your shawl,” Liana says proudly.

Emma startles herself by almost smiling. Well, not really a smile, more like an inclination.  

“Thank you, Liana.” Emma settles back in her chair, more lightly than before, and reaches for a cookie.



 When your  mother  made gravy
she  s t irred  tomato  purée ,  gar l ic
oregano,  o l ive  o i l ,  bas i l  in  her  large
pot .  Served i t  over  pasta .  This  was
Sunday  d inner  Onorato-sty le .

When my mother  made gravy
she  mixed f lour ,  butter ,  mi lk .
sa l t  and pepper  in  the  sk i l le t
A  specia l  t reat  to  be  poured
over  mashed potatoes . .

Our  chi ldhood grav ies ,  two di f ferent  rec ipes  for  love
Your  mother  would  say  “Thank God we ate”
and mine,  “Y ’a l l  come on now,  supper ’s  ready .”
Both  d id  without  to  be  sure  we got  fed .

Dearest  wi fe ,
I  love  the  way  you cook for  me,
whi le  l i s tening  to  Connie  Francis  s ing  “Al  Di  La .”
In  our  k i tchen,  you fo l low that  handwri t ten  rec ipe
careful ly  s t i rr ing ,  o f fer ing  me the  spoon
to  sample  the  f i rs t  r ich  red  taste .  I  accept ,  l i ck ing
my l ips  and re l ishing  the  way  you feed  me.

MARY
DEAN

CART ER



Ginsberg up to  his  same old
Tricks  again.  I  succumb to  the cosmic
pul l  of  the  red-spined book.

I  pick i t  up from the sale  table
Check i t  out .  Not  his  words.
But  words writ ten about  him.

Updated s ince his  death:
Jewish,  act iv ist ,  Buddhist ,  gay-
his  ghost  travels  widely ,

so  I  hear .  He’s  fond of  poets ,
bookstores ,  ca l ls  to  protest .
I  feel  his  spir i t  near .

I  buy the book,  and leave
to read about  another  queer,
l ike  me.

S E A R C H  F O R  A  T E A C H E R -  T H E Y  W I L L  A P P E A R

Mary Dean
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writing it since
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Almond Kellacher (She/her) is in her late 50’s and lives in the North East of England with her wife.
She has a background in film and video production and also studied scriptwriting as part of her degree,

although that seems like such a long time ago.
In her late teens she had a poem published in Spare Rib. She used a pseudo name, because at the time

she was terrified anyone would find out. In the 1990s she won a place on the Northern Screen Training
Workshop, but then work and running a video production business took over her life.

 
Writing has always been a part of Almond’s life. Now that she has recently retired, she hopes to devote

more time to her writing and overcome her shyness about sending it out into the world.
 

You can find her on Twitter @AlmondKellacher
 

 
The White Dresses and T-shirts Worn in Pride. (Women who

speak out are difficult.)



I remember the drawer of T-shirts mostly from the ‘Eighties
and a few from the ‘Nineties, that are neatly stashed away.
They are not worth anything. I keep them for the memories,
not all of them good. I have wondered about cutting them up
for dusters. My favourite was a lavender one with two
entwined women’s symbols in green across the back. Others
are emblazoned with words Lesbian and Gay Pride, adorned
with beautiful designs and the year. This was before the other
groups and letters were included. I had sneaked away for my
first Pride, told my parents I was staying with friends. We
were free to hold hands that day. I changed out of my T-shirt
on the train home.  My pride was hidden away, too dangerous
to display. Things were different then.

My cousin stretched Eleanor’s white dress across her dining
table. “It’s beautiful,” she said, “but I don’t know why she kept
it with such pride.”

 “Look, that’s why!” I said as I reached into the case and
picked up a neatly folded sash.  Green and purple stripes of
soft silk, shimmered in the light, as I opened it out. 
Marilyn looked a little confused.

“They are Suffragette colours,” I said. “There’s the badge too.” 

Marilyn picked up the small enamel broach, green edging
with the words Women’s Suffrage framing a red daisy-like
flower. She held it gently her eyes transfixed. “Why didn’t we
know?” 

We were both ‘difficult’ women, fighting and standing up for
what we believed in. We were shamed and laughed at.
Defiantly we wore our pride. We spoke out, raising our voices
to be heard. Each small step is difficult, but we were there,
part of something bigger.



LAURA
NAGY

AS IF
“I probably should’ve been a lesbian,” she says,
dead serious,
over coffee and cake
in the Fellowship Hall after church.

 As if we were talking of snow tires, 
 detergents, 
 or cell phone providers,
 a thing you can switch
 when the price or timing is right.

I barely know her.
I’m one of those good-cooking dykes,
and made them a pan of lasagna
when she and her husband
produced Baby Two back in April.
I’m on the Nurture Committee, that’s all.
Now she gravitates toward me at meetings and pot lucks,
assuming a link 
in that unthinking way
you know is not driven by candor or caring,
but need.

 As if you don’t mind being
 her poster child, her cause célèbre.
 As if you’re a project, a prisoner to free
 from a life sentence. J'accuse.

You sigh and you think,
well, at least this one’s harmless,
and suffer the chatter,
the laying of secrets like lambs at your feet. 

 As if you’re her talisman,
 as if she can know you, 
 as if she has paid her full fee
 for free entry
  into your world,
 when all that you two really share
 is the randomness of a critical pair
 of X’s in your discrete
 and indelibly unique
 chromosomes.



Could that be what did it?
I wonder sometimes.
Me in my blastocyst self,
barely a bump in my mother’s round belly.
But high drama here:
     Mitosis.
Cells are dividing,
reading a script writ in proteins
all linked up, then locked up
in grand randomness, 
genes that switch on willy-nilly
and soon the eyes, nose, and ears
are attuned to the heart’s holy rhythm. 

For Mom it was some petty mishap—
a spill, slip, or startle,
a fight, mood, or mess—
at just the wrong time
to rev up the endocrines,
sending out signals that she didn’t hear,
but me in my gal code, XX,
     I did.
Total immersion in boy-juice
for just long enough
to rock my dark womb-world, 
nudge at my brain cells,
alter my vision—
oh, brave hetero world!--
to see people differently,
see them see me,
feel my own difference--
always the Other
and wondering
     what I had done.

Time rinses the soul.
My cells and my grown self
developed perspective,
eschewed long division
for multiplication
to work life’s equation,
expanding the range
of whom you can love.
Illumined by spectrum of colors
that go beyond gender,
the path’s led me to who I am,
but also to whom I was born
     not to be.

A W A S H  I N  T E S T O S T E R O N E  I
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where she earned a master's in
environmental studies and a Ph.D. in
ecology. Laura then taught natural and
earth sciences. She is currently writing a
book on U.S. predator eradication policy in
the American West in the early 20th century.



Could that be what did it?
I wonder sometimes.
Just which of my choices--the highballs, the smoking,
so much that we didn’t know then--
altered the life that was growing in me

I loved her enough, I thought,
this child I could not
understand, emerging from toddlerhood
just that much off.
I watched her,
an immigrant trying to live in a land
where the language
doesn’t quite speak to or for her.

I didn’t love her enough, perhaps,
or in the right way. Was it
my expectations, askew or too high?
Those hopes disappeared
with Pampers and baby food jars,
so early it seemed that 
something was wrong,
some song out of tune.
The dolls and the dresses
discarded. I just did not know--
should I push, should I press it,
the way she should be to fit
into the world?

Yet it never divided us, really.
She found her own way,
and maybe she made it despite me.
No matter, no rancor. 
It was just hard to watch,
but the truth is,
my helplessness
made me ashamed.
The truth is, I did all I could.
Or thought so. Still,
sometimes I wonder
if I could undo it—
the thing that I did
but don’t know that I did—
        well, would I?

A W A S H  I N  T E S T O S T E R O N E  I I



Feminine
Hygiene

There’s a dent in my belly
where they took out my she-parts.
Scope-holes and tool-holes
and stitches just slightly
too tight—
and I’m marked for life.

Listen: No pity.
It all meant so little,
to lose what I wasn’t.
I wondered how women could mourn it,
the pain, inconvenience, and mess.
Structures, anatomy, none of it stable.
Mere symbol—do symbols have substance?
Ethereal bedrock, that discarded tissue.

No loss.
In Walgreen’s
I’m freed from the aisle labeled
“Feminine Hygiene.”
The products, the counting, the planning
around,
the late-night trips
to find a store, emergency trips
to the restroom—so much to pay,
to be female.

No more.
At home in the tall bathroom mirror,
my introduced Number 2 navel
reclines left of center,
an inch-long reminder,
a permanent, lopsided grin.

And yet.
Some nights when clock crawls
or day’s been too hard,
sometimes a question, an image,
a thought flies
as fleeting as wind-wisp:
of cutting the cord,
of hearing the cry,
of holding the future
so close to my own beating heart.


